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Want to visit Rotterdam?
Just fly to Rotterdam The Hague Airport  
or Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. From  
there, it only takes 25 minutes to travel  
to Rotterdam by train.

9.00 
Yoghurt and dates
I live in Rotterdam West and love to 
kick-start my day at Espresso Dates.  
It’s a great place to catch up on some 
work or meet up with friends over a 
coffee. As well as espresso, they serve 
the most amazing yoghurt with dates, 
so it’s a nice, healthy start to the day. 
Their cakes are also to die for. 

10.00 
Quality and craftsmanship 
My job involves keeping a close eye 
on the latest generation of artists and 
designers. They’re free-thinkers and 
seem to have a sixth sense when it 
comes to knowing today what will be in 
tomorrow. But you’ve also got to learn 
about the past to be able to predict 
the trends of the future. That’s why I’ve 

L
got to see the Gispen Specials: The 
Customer is Always Right exhibition at 
Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen. The 
Gispen furniture brand is a Rotterdam 
icon! It’s synonymous with quality and 
time-honoured craftsmanship, while  
still being very contemporary.

11.00 
Innovation and inspiration
Kunsthal Rotterdam is featuring a 
retrospective of the work of famous 
fashion photographer Peter Lindbergh: 
Peter Lindbergh: A Different Vision on 
Fashion Photography. He captured the 
spirit of the times better than anyone. 
In the 1990s, he focused on gender 
diversities, and was a true innovator 
and a great source of inspiration. Like 
he once said: fashion photographers 
are the painters of today. 
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12.30
Design shopping
I studied fashion design at the Willem 
de Kooning Academie in Rotterdam, 
and I’ll always have a weak spot for 
beautiful clothes. If shopping is your 
thing, you’ll love the Old North district. 
Check out Isis Inc., Contemporary 
Showroom and Nest, located on the 
hip Zwaanshals and Zaagmolenkade 
shopping streets. Daisy Kroon is one of 
Rotterdam’s most talented designers, 
she’s got a one-of-a-kind style and has 
her own boutique on 1e Pijnackerstraat.

15.00 
Sneakers and silk blouses 
The area around de Hoogstraat is 
getting cooler by the day. There’s so 
much to discover! Be sure to check 
out Garage, an exhibition space in a 
former Volkswagen garage. If you love 
exclusive sneakers, you’ll be on cloud 
nine at Woei – a magnet for people 
from all walks of life. I also love Vintage 
& Labels by Hendrikus for its fabulous 
second-hand finds. 

16.30 
Time to chill 
My boyfriend and I spent four months 
in Japan last year. We both found the 
country incredibly fascinating. One of 
the things I learned there was to be 
less reachable. Now I sometimes leave 
my phone at home. Adem Inn on de 

Hoogstraat is in tune with this switch-
off philosophy. Instead of Wi-Fi at this 
‘quiet café’, you’ll find a bookcase and 
stationery to write letters on. The Park 
at the Euromast is also a tranquil place. 
You can enjoy a view of the beautiful 
changing trees from the terrace of the 
Parqiet restaurant. 

19.00 
Japanese cuisine
I always loved sushi, but I’ve become a 
real connoisseur since my stay in Japan. 
If you ask me, Yama (Eendrachtsweg 
31A) is the place for sophisticated 
traditional Japanese cuisine. Feel like 
Italian? You can’t go wrong with Lux (‘s 
Gravendijkwal 133): a Rotterdam classic.

22.30
Evening walk 
On a beautiful Indian summer night, my 
boyfriend and I will take a walk around 
the neighbourhood. If we don’t run into 
friends on the terrace of Holy Smoke, 
we’ll grab an ice cream at the IJssalon 
as we walk towards the street-art 
covered West-Kruiskade.

ooking for an inspiring 
autumn break? Visit  
Rotterdam! When summer 
comes to an end, the 
cultural season bursts 

to life in this energy-packed port 
city. Do as the locals do: check out 
a museum, take a stroll past the 
street art and statues by Rodin 
and Picasso, pick up a cool winter 
outfit or just soak up the sunshine. 
Have an amazing time this autumn!

What’s the perfect way to spend a 
autumn day in Rotterdam? We asked a 
local who’s always the first to know what’s 
hot: forecaster and trend researcher, Bodil 
Jurg. She travels the world to conduct 
research and give trend talks. But above 
all, she keeps her eyes and ears wide 
open in her hometown of Rotterdam. 

AUTUMN ARRIVES 
IN ROTTERDAM
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Art, design and fashion

1. View on Wilhelminapier

2. Forecaster and trend 
researcher Bodil Jurg

3. Sylvette by Picasso and 
Nesjar, Westersingel

4. Kate Moss, Paris, 2015
Peter Lindbergh for Giorgio 
Armani/Vogue Italia at 
Kunsthal Rotterdam

5. Contemporary showroom 
at Zwaanshals district

6. Love Birds by Tymon 
and Robert Frost, Witte de 
Withstraat
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